
Charleston Women's Huddle Meeting
March 18, 2017
Charleston Public Library

We welcomed seven members from the Persistent Voices group in Sullivan.  A total of
24 were present at the meeting today.  It was a great meeting, with a lot of energy and
ideas. (See the attached handout that was given out at the beginning of the meeting.)

The handout reminded us of the concerns that we brought up at our very first meeting,
along with the actions that we discussed then. The ones we have made progress on are
highlighted in green.  We have definitely made progress, but of course there is much
more to do.  The five calls app (https://5calls.org/) was mentioned as an easy way to
contact our representatives. 

We went over the new action from the Women's March group, Action #5, Reflect and
Resist. The new action urges us to educate ourselves on a variety of issues and how they
interconnect.  (See handout for more description and links.)  There are many resources
for us to learn from and the goal is to share what we have learned with our fellow
activists.  Joanne will be contacting the Huddle by email to organize a discussion/study
group soon, so start reading or watching videos!  Also, be sure to share any good
educational articles, books, or videos with the group either by email or on the Facebook
page.

While we carry out Action #5, we want to keep taking local actions.  The two that we
discussed were creating Freedom Cities and having a town hall with Shimkus.

Keith began the discussion on Freedom Cities by going over the ACLU Freedom Cities'
Campaign guide. (See handout.) The group was in favor of taking action in this area to
help protect immigrants and other threatened groups.  Many good ideas were offered as
to how to approach this action.  We agreed that we should approach the County Sheriff
first, then the police departments (Mattoon, Charleston, and EIU).  We should approach
them without the formal ACLU list of questions, so as to be non-confrontational.
Rather, each person in the group should ask one or two of the questions and get the
answer.  Also, along these same lines, we'd like to approach Sarah Bush Lincoln
Hospital about setting up an arrest-free zone to encourage safe access to the hospital for
those who fear law-enforcement agencies.  Paula has volunteered to look into this at
SBLHC.  Jeannie knows someone who has had Citizen Police Academy training who
might be able to help us approach the local law officials in a friendly manner.  Sace has a
contact in the EIU police department that she can contact.  Sign up at Google Docs if
you want to be on one or more of the groups contacting the law officials.

Next we discussed a town hall meeting with or without Shimkus.  We could invite Carl

https://5calls.org/


Spoerer (http://www.carl2018.com/), a Democrat from Mahomet who is planning to run
against Shimkus.  We're looking at a timeframe of April 10-23 which is the spring break
for Congress.  The weekend of April 14-16 is the Easter holiday, so it is probably best to
steer around those dates.  We will need good questions, written in such a way that they
lay out Shimkus' view, in essence, answering the question as we ask it, or have quotes
from Shimkus that will answer the question.  We decided that a smaller venue is better,
since a crowded room makes more of an impression than an empty room.  We think the
Rotary Room at the Library would be good.  We will need press and hopefully TV
coverage.  One of the goals is to embarrass Shimkus if he doesn't show up.  Sign up at 
Google Doc signups if you want to help organize this.  Here's a partial list of tasks:

1. Write questions.  Submit your ideas at Google Docs (this is also the email list –
choose the tab at the bottom for Shimkus) (You don't have to sign up to do this.)
2. Decide on a date and time.
3. Invite Shimkus and Spoerer.
4. Arrange media coverage.

Other topics of discussion included having positive community events, without attacking
anyone's stance or beliefs.  We also discussed talking to church groups about making
food pantries safe zones (like the hospital idea).  Possible churches mentioned were the
Disciples of Christ, the Unitarian Church, and the Wesley Foundation.  

The next meeting of the Persistent Voices of Sullivan is Monday, March 20, 7:00 p.m. -
8:00/8:30 at the Hole in the Wall Restaurant in Sullivan.  We are all welcome to attend.

http://www.carl2018.com/


Some of the concerns we mentioned at our first meeting (acted on items in green) :

• getting rid of the Electoral College
• protecting voter rights
• in conjunction with the upcoming census, work against gerrymandered districts
• supporting independent candidates
• stop the plundering of the planet that is going on while we are being purposely distracted by

issues such as immigration
• overturn Citizens United
• reaching out to the opposition on common issues
• creating an informed electorate
• preventing the loss of civil rights
• equality for all
• promoting family values by making it possible for every family to be able to subsist on one

income (or two half-incomes), therefore allowing parents more time to be involved with their
children

• acting locally

Ideas for actions:

• organizing town gatherings to facilitate discussions in the community, build momentum around
shared issues and not political identity; this guide looks useful for that goal:
http://www.whatisessential.org/red-blue

• write letters to the editor to educate and counteract the dominance of pro-Trump letters, with the
aim of letting other anti-Trump community members know that they are not alone; share letters
on social media

• organize and document with photos actions against Rep. Shimkus
• lobby in the State Capital at Springfield
• talk to family members who supported Trump
• make arguments on how Trump's policies will adversely affect the economy which affects

everyone
• welcome remorseful Trump voters
• be vigilant about fact-checking
• make a survey of our county to find out what issues are important to people so we know which

issues to target to help get unification
• since our newspaper is no longer locally owned, we need to reach out online, create an online

underground newspaper
• use grabyourwallet.org and/or BoycottTrump app to avoid financially supporting Trump
• reaching out to stay-at-home parents and other isolated individuals
• reading informative articles and sharing ideas
• Indivisible: A Practical Guide for Resisting the Trump Agenda
• Carry out the 10 actions, which included our rally

More recent ideas:
• Action #5 Reflect and Resist ( Action Five)
• town hall meeting with or without Shimkus
• ACLU Freedom cities (https://peoplepower.org/freedom-cities.html)

https://peoplepower.org/freedom-cities.html
https://www.womensmarch.com/reflect-resist

